The experimental crystal structure and corresponding theoretical electron density determination of 2-hydroxy-4,4-dimethyl-6-oxo-cyclohex-1-ene carboxy amide is reported with special focus on two adjacent intramolecular hydrogen bonds (O-H...O and N-H...O).
Introduction
Intramolecular hydrogen bonds and their crucial role in biological chemistry have been reported in the literature [1] . Mostly, intramolecular hydrogen bonds are part of planar sixmembered rings stabilized by a conjugated π-system. The structure and electron density determination of the title compound, (I) that includes two adjacent intramolecular hydrogen bonds have been reported. Our research has been recently focused to this topic using experimental and computational methods [2, 3] . It turned out that in such systems -electron delocalization appears in H-bonded rings, which entails a change in the geometrical and topological parameters [4] . Thus, the intramolecular hydrogen bonds were regarded as resonance-assisted hydrogen bonds (RAHB). In this work we focus on systems that exhibit two intramolecular hydrogen bonds in adjacent six-membered rings. How does the presence of two adjacent hydrogen bonds affect the geometrical and topological parameters? The known compound (I) is almost a prototypical example for systems with a O-H…O and a N-H…O hydrogen bond. It was prepared following a synthesis known from literature [5] . A similar moiety of two adjacent strong intramolecular hydrogen bonds was examined by Bertolini [6] . Due to their biological relevance and pharmacological activity series of related compounds with a hydroxy group in cis conformation to an amidic moiety were investigated [7, 8] .
However, the crystal structure of (I) has not been elucidated yet. Unfortunately, only very small crystals were obtained. Because of the weak diffraction, data collection was carried out at the synchrotron beamline F1 at Hasylab/DESY. The crystal structure determination reveals the favored tautomeric form in the crystal lattice and what factors stabilize it. In order to investigate in detail the double intramolecular hydrogen bond formation, six optimized structures of smaller model compounds were compared in terms of Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) [9] , Electron Localizability Indicator (ELI) [10] , source function (SF) [11] , and delocalization index [12] .
Results and Discussion

2.1.
Crystal structure
Compound (I) crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P2 1 /c. The molecular structure is shown in Fig. 1 . The cyclohexene ring (ring 'c') adopts a slightly distorted halfboat conformation with an apical C4 atom. The puckering parameters [13] are: Q T = the molecule have a maximum deviation from the best plane of 0.076(2) Å for the C5 atom. Anisotropic displacement ellipsoids are drawn at 50% probability.
Difference electron-density maps for (I) revealed the position of the H2A atom in the vicinity of atom O2, clearly indicating that the molecule exists in the monoketo-amide form and that the O1 atom of the carbonyl group is involved in an intramolecular resonanceassisted hydrogen bond [14] . The geometry of this hydrogen bond, with long O-H and short H…O distances, together with a large displacement parameter of the H atom, is typical for interactions with a broad shallow energy minimum [15] . Both of the A-and B-tautomeric forms (see Scheme 1) are stabilized by an additional intramolecular hydrogen bond (N1-H1A…O3), however form B is preferred in the crystal structure. Both hydrogen bonds are designated as the S(6) motif according to Etter [16] (Table 1) . Short intramolecular O-H…O hydrogen bonds in the vicinity of a second intramolecular N-H…O hydrogen bond have 5 already been observed and reported for a few structures [17] [18] [19] [20] . In addition, an intermolecular hydrogen bond contact (N1-H1B…O1 i ) is observed, that links two neighboring molecules by a center of inversion. These two inter-molecular hydrogen bonds represent a common packing motif R 2 2 (8) [16] . The crystal packing in the unit cell is presented in Fig. 2 .
Figure 2
Packing of the molecules displayed along the b direction. The intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bonds within dimers are marked as black lines Table 1 . Geometrical (Å, º) data of form B obtained by X-ray diffraction and geometrical and topological ( in e/A3,  2 ρ in e/A5) data of form A, B and C and the dimer obtained by theoretical geometry optimization of the gas-phase structures. Hydrogen-bonding energies are calculated according to Espinosa [34] (E ) and (in kcal/mol) with local energy densities G, V, H (in a.u.). 
Theoretical molecular energies
The energy differences between forms A, B and C (Scheme 1) are given in Table 2 in terms of pure electronic and zero-point-corrected energies and Gibbs free energies. SCHEME 1. Scheme of compound (I) with its tautomeric forms form A form B form C
The relative populations of the tautomers in the gas phase were estimated using the Boltzmann distribution law. This methodology has been proved to be useful to describe tautomeric equilibria [21, 22] (
where N is the number of tautomer molecules, q is the partition function for the tautomer, E is the energy corresponding to the tautomer's lowest energy state, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. The combined populations of all three tautomers are assumed to give 100%. The DFT calculations show that the B form is the most stable tautomer in the gas phase as it has a lower energy than forms A and C by 18.6-20.6 kcal/mol, respectively, ( Table   2 ). The contributions of forms A and C in the gas phase of a tautomeric mixture are exceptionally small (<10 -10 %), which confirms the experimental findings. 
Molecular Geometries
The differences in the geometric parameters of the three tautomeric structures are listed in Table 3 . When form B is transformed into form A a decrease of the C5-C6 distance is observed, with a concomitantly larger O3-C6 bond distance. When form B is transformed into form C the C1-C2 bond is elongated from 1.388 Å to 1.556 Å, the typical distance for a single C sp3 -C sp3 connection [23] , whereas the O2-C2 bond length decreases considerably (1.310 Å to 1.202 Å). The most significant differences between the optimized geometry of form B and the experimental structure are found in the O1-C7 and N1-C7 bonds, where the experimental bond distance of O1-C7 is longer (1.284(2) Å compared to 1.254 Å) and the N1-C7 distance is shorter (1.318(2) Å compared to 1.342 Å). However, these changes could be explained not only by the fact, that molecules form dimers in the crystal lattice, but also by the -electron delocalization effect within RAHB system, and strengthening of the hydrogen bond (see, (Table 3) .
For the three tautomers a different conformation of the cyclohexene rings is also observed. In tautomer B it adopts a slightly distorted half-boat conformation, with ringpuckering parameters [13] for the atom sequence C1-C6-C5-C4-C3-C2: Q T = 0.449(2)Å,  2 = 172.4(2)º,  2 = 52.5(2)º, whereas the remaining cyclohexene rings have the conformation between half-chair and twist-boat in tautomer A and chair conformation in form C. The ringpuckering parameters are: 
(2)º for tautomer A, and
Q T =0.575(2)Å,  2 =332.6(2)º,  2 =3.
Intramolecular hydrogen bonds and comparison with the CSD-database
In A search of the Cambridge Structural database (Version 1.13) [20] for compounds that exhibit two adjacent hydrogen bonds (Scheme 2), yields the structures of 9 related derivatives.
The relevant geometrical parameters of the six-membered rings with intramolecular hydrogen bonds are presented in Table 4 . 
Topological parameters for H-bonded rings
It was shown in many papers [26] [27] [28] [29] that the topological parameters reflect the character of chemical bonding and their strength by using Bader's 'Atoms in Molecules Quantum Theory' (QTAIM), in particular hydrogen bonds [9, 30] . Koch and Popelier [31] proposed eight criteria of the existence of hydrogen bonds based on the electron density ρ(r)
at a bond critical bond (bcp) and the Laplacian  2 ρ(r) at the bond critical point (bcp).
Additionally, a characteristic behavior is found for the energy denisties: G(r bcp ), V(r bcp ), H(r bcp ), kinetic, potential and total electron energy densities at the bcp. These are related to each other in the following way:
Rozas [32] According to these criteria all intramolecular O-H…O hydrogen bonds in the discussed models (see Scheme 3 and Scheme 1) appear as medium interactions with total H(r bcp ) being slightly negative (Table 1 and Table 5 ). Thus, they can be qualified as partially covalent interaction. The theoretical electron density for the experimental geometry (H…A In all cases the estimated binding energies obtained from the energy densities are comparable with those calculated from distance-dependent relations [34] (Table 1 and Table 5 
The source function in H-bonded systems.
The source function (SF) introduced by Bader and Gatti [11] , which was recently reviewed and amply discussed allows for a classification of hydrogen bonds [36, 37] . The potential applications of the SF are, however not fully explored. Very recently Farrugia and Macchi [38] have claimed that π-electron delocalization is not noticeable in the SF contribution, when reference point is located in the nodal plane of π-distribution. However, σ and π-distributions are self-consistently interrelated and small effect of electron conjugation is revealed, when the reference point lies in the nodal plane. Results based on conjugated hydrocarbons systems presented by Gatti [39] confirmed that π-distribution has an indirect effect on the σ density.
The SF describes the contribution of the local sources (LS, single atoms) to the electron density at bond critical point (bcp) of the hydrogen bond. The integrated source contributions from the H atoms supports the Gilli characterization scheme [14, 36, 37, 40] . This can be explained by the fact that a classification of HBs, according to Gatti's work [37] is generally based on systems containing O-atoms. However, Gatti also examined systems with other donor and acceptor atoms, like N, C, F, simultaneously broadening the spectrum of hydrogen bonds to low-barrier hydrogen bonds (LBHB) and short-strong hydrogen bond (SSHB). However, studies addressing hydrogen bonds in terms of source function have been more applied to O-H…O hydrogen bonds [15, [42] [43] [44] than to N-H…O hydrogen bonds [42, 45] . Nevertheless it is worth mentioning that a negative S(H) values is observed for weak N-H…O hydrogen bonds [41, 44] . These results confirm the lower degree of delocalization in ring 'b' for the less symmetrical models 11-13 and 21. 
Electron Localizability Indicator and Delocalization Index
In order to elucidate the detailed electron distribution of the model compounds the Electron Localizability Indicator [10] is analyzed. Moreover, the delocalization index [12, 45] has been applied which quantifies electron sharing along specific 1,2-and 1,3-contacts. In 
Experimental
Materials and methods
Compound (I) was synthesized as described in the literature [5] . This compound is both a product of the reaction of potassium cyanate with dimedon and the substrate in reactions with 1,2-phenylenediamines [48] . The crystal structure was presented by Tonkikh and coworkers [48] .
Very thin single crystals were obtained by recrystallization of compound (I) by slow evaporation from a toluene solution, so we used synchrotron radiation for adequate intensities.
Although the crystal quality was limited, high quality diffraction data for a single crystal with beamline at HASYLAB/DESY (Hamburg) applying a Huber 4-circle diffractometer and a MARCCD 165 area detector. Integration, data reduction and scaling were done using the XDS package (version 2009 [49] ). The structure was solved with SHELXS [50] and refinement was carried out using SHELXL97 [50] . Further details are presented in Table 6 .
Table 6
Crystal data and structure refinement for compound (I) at 100K. 
Computational details
Theoretical calculations were performed at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory [51] using GAUSSIAN03 [52] . For all models frequency calculations were carried out to check that all optimized geometries correspond to energy minima. A large variety of theoretical calculations was performed:
Single Point (SP) calculations based on the structural geometry of the molecule and for a dimer generated by a center of inversion, all possible tautomers of 2-hydroxy-4,4-dimethyl-6-oxo-cyclohex-1-ene carboxy amide (called forms A, B, and C) were fully optimized in order to estimate the energy differences between them (see scheme 1), full geometry optimization was done for the dimer (dimer_opt, see figure 2 ).
Six smaller models (11-13, 21-23) with two adjacent intramolecular hydrogen bonds were optimized (scheme 3). Models 11-13 and 21-23 are without methyl groups, which are equivalent to H atoms in the substituent effect, and are not important for hydrogen bonds [53] .
For all six models and the title compound theoretical structure factors were generated from the wave function files using TONTO [54] . Refinement against the theoretical structure factors by XD2006 [55] , led to theoretical multipole models of the gas phase structures. For these models the source function (SF) was determined using the XDPROP module of XD Finally, the wave functions were analyzed with AIM2000 [56] and DGRID [57] in order to obtain the delocalization index and the ELI-D.
Conclusion
The present study of two intramolecular hydrogen bonds is based on the one hand on the analysis of the geometric parameters obtained from an X-ray experiment hydrogen bonds in models 13 and 23. Therefore the hydrogen bonds were classified as being of medium strength, which is confirmed by the estimated energies for these hydrogen bonds.
